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Brief  Letter from the Editor 

Hello reader, 

Thanks so much for taking a look at out journal. We received several really good 

submissions this year and you can see the best of  them in this journal. The Curieux Academic 

Journal was founded in December of  2016 with the purpose of  creating a place for ambitious 

high school students to voice their opinions and publish their research.  

We hope we have succeded.  

Thank you for your interest and support, 

Theodore Baas 
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The Unjustified, Unconscionable and 

Unethical Increase in Cost of  Pharmaceutical 

Drugs 

By: Justine Drappeau 

ABSTRACT:  

The point of  this paper was to inform the audience about the unjustified 

dramatic price increase in pharmaceutical drugs. This paper summarizes the 

process a drug must go through in order to be FDA approved as well as argues how 

the pharmaceutical industries justification of  their prices is unethical. The goals of  

this paper were to inform the audience on this unknown subject which affects the 

majority of  Americans, offer valid arguments as to why the price increases are 

unjustified and unconscionable and offer possible solutions for the problem. 

The world of  pharmaceuticals is relatively uncharted territory for the majority of  

Americans yet it plays a major role in our lives and in our society. Mayo Clinic states that nearly 

70% of  Americans are on at least one prescription drug and more than half  take two. While the 

dependency on prescription and over the counter drugs have increased so have the prices. 

According to Time Magazine over the 12-month period, ending in May 2016, drug prices have 

risen an average of  nearly 10%, compared to the alcohol prices up 2.8% and clothing and 

accessories up 5.7%. The inflation of  drug prices affects employees, employers, insurance 

companies, hospitals, the government, taxpayers and every U.S. citizen, even those who are not 

on medication, yet this major problem remains an ever growing issue. 
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In 2015 the FDA approved 45 different drugs, all with different active ingredients and 

purposes. When a customer walks into a pharmacy they are bombarded with hundreds of  

different products, some with similar purposes and simply different brands, and some different 

altogether. However, it is always underestimated how much time, work and money is spent on the 

creation of  each new drug. The process of  creating an FDA approved drug can take several years 

and millions of  dollars in research. ("Novel Drug Approvals for 2015.”) 

The process is comprised of  4 tiers, all containing subcategories. The first tier is labeled, 

discovery, and consists of  3 subcategories; basic research, drug discovery and preclinical. The 

objective of  these categories is to better understand the targeted disease. After learning about the 

underlying pathways of  the disease and identifying potential targets, researchers will then narrow 

the field of  components to one lead compound-a possible medicine. In order to narrow the field 

researchers will create a new molecule or select an existing molecule as their starting point, and 

then perform tests on that molecule and optimize it to maximize its effect. They will select one or 

more drug candidates and move forward. Extensive research is then performed to determine if  

the drug is safe enough for studies in humans using lab and animal models. Scientists assess how 

the body processes the investigational compound and the impact it has on various functions 

within the body. The lead investigational compounds which survive the preliminary testing and 

screening are then “optimized” in order to make them more effective and safe. Scientists 

complete this action by altering the properties of  the compound, thus diminishing undesired side 

effects with components of  the body. Afterwords research begins, extensive testing is performed 

to determine if  the chosen lead compound is ready to safely be studied in humans. 

The next tier is labeled as clinical development and consists of  three different phases. 

Before any clinical trials can begin an investigational new drug (IND) application must first 

be filed with the FDA. This application contains all the carefully recorded results of  the discovery 

stage. All INDs proceed after 30 days if  there is no additional feedback or explicitly stated 

restrictions from the FDA. In addition to the IND application, all clinical trials must then be 

reviewed, approved and monitored by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) or ethics committee 

(EC) at the institutions where these clinical trials will be taking place. Once the clinical trial has 
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been approved three phases begin. Phase 1 of  the clinical trial consists of  initial safety testing in a 

small group of  healthy volunteers totaling around 100 or less. The main goal of  phase 1 is to 

assess the safety of  the medicine when used in humans. Once researchers have observed the 

pharmacokinetics (how the body processes the drug) of  a drug as well as the pharmacodynamics 

(the impact the drug has on various functions within the body) phase 2 begins. Throughout phase 

2 researchers evaluate the candidate drug’s effectiveness in a volunteer pool of  about 100 to 500 

people who are affected by the disease. During this stage, many patients receiving the drug 

candidate are compared with others who are receiving either an inactive drug, otherwise known 

as a placebo or a different drug which is the standard care for the disease. During this phase 

researcher will also analyze optimal dose strength. If  the drug shows promise phase 3 is then 

begun. Phase 3 of  the clinical trials is the largest phase and the goal is to generate statistically 

significant data about the safety, efficiency and the overall relationship and severity of  benefits 

and risks of  the investigational medicine. Phase 3’s volunteer pool can range anywhere from 

1,000 to 5,000 people across the world. Phase three trials are by far the lengthiest and most costly 

trial of  the three. (Biopharmaceutical Research & Development) 

Once the clinical trials have concluded and it is determined that the results of  the clinical 

trials demonstrate that the compound is both safe and effective for marketing and 

implementation into the general population, the sponsoring company must then submit a new 

drug application (NDA) or biologics license application (BLA) to the FDA requesting approval to 

market the drug. Without an approved NDA or BLA the sponsoring company can not legally 

market their new drug. These applications can run 100,000 pages or more and consist of  the 

results and analysis from the clinical trials, as well as the earlier preclinical testing and proposals 

for manufacturing and labeling the new medicine. There are options such as the fast track, 

breakthrough therapy, accelerated approval, and priority review which are put into place in order 

to accelerate the development of  new medicines relating to serious conditions. ("How Drugs 

AreDeveloped and Approved.") 

If  the FDA approves the drug, without asking for further research, post-approval research 

and monitoring begins. It is required by the FDA that companies monitor the approved 

medicines for as long as they stay on the market, as well as submit periodic reports on safety and 
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tolerability, and unexpected adverse events that occur from the use of  the medicine. Sometimes 

the FDA will require that companies conduct phase 4 clinical trials, which aim to evaluate the 

long-term safety or effects in specific patient subgroups. The FDA may also require 

implementation of  a risk evaluation and migration strategy (REMS) when they feel it is necessary 

to ensure that the medicine’s benefits outweigh its risks over time. An REMS can be required 

before or after FDA-approval. Located below is a visual, displaying the process of  creating just 

one FDA approved drug. ("How Drugs Are Developed and Approved.”) 

The development and implementation and of  new medicines is a long rigorous, complex 

and never-ending road, every step is aimed towards the utmost safety as well as effectiveness as 

quickly as possible. It takes an average of  10 years to develop a new potential medicine. The 

dependency on prescription drugs has slowly been increasing and has not gone unnoticed by the 

pharmaceutical companies. These companies have taken advantage of  the reliance on 

prescription drugs, the United States free market economy and loopholes within the Medicare 

and Medicaid systems and formed an industry similar to that of  an oligarchy. Not only is this 

manipulation of  the system unlawful but it is also unethical. Pharmaceutical companies can not 
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reasonably justify the high prices they set and therefore solutions such as further regulations 

should be placed on the industry to provide alternative options for treatment and regulate the 

prices which are charged. 

While the process of  creating a drug is long and tedious the method has remained relatively 

the same over time, with the exceptions of  changes due to new technology. However since 2011 

prices for four of  the nation's top 10 drugs increased more than 100% while the other six 

increased more than 50%. (Humer, Caroline.) Due to these increases prescription drugs now 

comprise an estimated 17% of  overall health care expenses this falls in part due to the 

pharmaceutical development system. (Thompson, Dennis) 

The U.S. Pharmaceutical development system has been formed with the veneer of  a free 

market. Drug companies have limited exclusivity over their new products given to them by the 

government in order to attempt to provide an incentive for further research and development. 

Upon the approval of  a new drug the FDA has set a regulation for a period of  market exclusivity 

which may last anywhere from 5 to 12 years. During this period the production of  a generic 

brand of  the drug is prohibited. However, drug companies have managed to find loopholes in the 

system through tactics known as “evergreening” and “hard switching”. When a company renews 

their time frame of  market exclusivity through the use of  implementing and patenting a new 

version of  the same drug which may be only slightly different, this is known as evergreening. The 

tactic of  hard switching is when the manufacturer will stop selling the old version of  the drug, 

whose market exclusivity has come to term, and replace it with a new high priced drug, along 

with a renewed period of  market exclusivity. While patients still have the option of  opting to take 

the lower priced generic option, many will now be prescribed the new drug and be forcedto pay 

the ever growing prices. (Thompson, Dennis) 

Due to the free market nature of  the industry, the government does not regulate prices and 

relies on a competitive market to keep costs down. “The problem is that the very structure of  the 

health care system prevents it from acting even remotely like a competitive free market.” as said 

by Ryan Lessing. In a typical industry when price inflation such as listed above begins to occur 

the consumers look for a cheaper alternative such as a generic brand. The problem is that 
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alternatives are sparse and often do not even exist. Due to the lack of  competition drug 

producers such as Mylan and Turning Pharmaceuticals are able to increase their prices without 

the worry of  losing consumers to alternative treatments. The lack of  this competition stems from 

the FDA. For example take the EpiPen, the drug which is administered through the injector is 

called Epinephrine and costs only a few cents per dose yet the price of  the EpiPen is $600. The 

complication preventing other producers from offering a less expensive alternative is found within 

the production of  the easy auto-injecting device. This device is “owned” by Mylan, therefore 

forcing competitors to find another method of  delivering the correct dosage of  Epinephrine into 

the patient's body. This task is extremely difficult due to the mess of  FDA regulations, as Jonathan 

Newman, a Mises Institute Fellow states “It’s like expecting somebody to come up with a new 

way to play baseball without bases, balls, gloves, or bats, but still getting the game approved by 

the MLB as a baseball game substitute.” 

The ability of  manufacturers to control the world of  pharmaceuticals does not only derive 

from finding loopholes in the free market system. In the United States, Medicare and 

Medicaid together cover more than 125 million people. While other countries allow their 

government health programs to negotiate drug prices with the manufacturers, the United States 

does not. Federal law requires that these programs must pay whatever the drug makers choose. 

“Without giving them that power, we’re sort of  shooting ourselves in the foot, it is one of  the 

reasons why we don't have as low prices as we could during that exclusivity period.”, said Ameet 

Sarpatwari, an instructor at Harvard Medical School. 

“Drugs have been marketed at such extraordinary high prices that many people will simply 

not be able to afford them,” wrote a top cancer doctor in an editorial published in the 

Washington post, in 2003. More than a decade later the change in drug prices has only 

increased. A couple of  the most recent incidents of  extraordinarily high price increases include 

the jump in the price of  about 600% since 2007 of  the Mylan’s EpiPen allergy medicine and the 

increase of  more than 5,000% of  Turing Pharmaceuticals drug Darprim, which is the only 

approved treatment for a rare, life-threatening parasitic infection. 
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According to an expert in the pharmacoeconomic field, Conrad Dhing, drug companies 

have also begun to take advantage of  the increased accessibility of  information through the 

internet and televisions and citizens who have the disease of  Hypochondriasis. Hypochondriasis 

is a disease in which the diagnosed person fears that minor bodily or mental symptoms may 

indicate a serious illness, constant self-examination and self-diagnosis, and a preoccupation with 

one's body. Pharmacy companies have realized the tendency in the United States population to 

self-diagnose themselves based on information they find on the internet or see on the television 

and have increased their marketing in those areas. Drug makers in 2014 spent $4.5 billion 

marketing prescription drugs, up from $3.5 billion in 2012. The graph below displays the prices 

spent on drug marketing from 2012 to 2014. However, direct-to-consumer ads are just a fraction 

of  what the pharmaceutical industry spends marketing directly to health-care providers to 

prescribe their products. For instance in the graph below in 2012 when the direct-to-consumer 

marketing dropped to $3.5 billion, the producers spent $24 billion promoting their products 

directly to doctors. 

	

	      

Pharmaceutical companies claim the prices they are charging for their drugs is justifiable based 

on the fact that the process of  creating is a long and enduring endeavor. However, what they do 
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not disclose is their profit margin once the drug hits the market and what they do with that 

money. 

The profit margin of  a pharmaceutical company stems from the difference in the price 

charged to the public and the price the companies are charged for the ingredients. Every drug 

has an active ingredient, it is what extracts the desired outcome from the usage of  the drug, as 

well as fillers which are ingredients combines with the active ingredient in order to ensure it is 

properly distributed into the human body system. Most people think that these active ingredients 

are very expensive because the cost for one tablet containing a very small amount of  the active 

ingredient is over $2.00, however, this is not necessarily true. Ziagen is an antiretroviral medicine. 

It is used with other medicines to treat HIV and the cheapest it sells for is $127.54 at Walmart for 

60 tablets of  300mg. At this price, it costs the consumer a little over $2.00 per tablet, which begs 

the question how much does it cost the producer to create this drug? The active ingredient in 

Ziagen is named Abacavir and according to the World Health Organization prices can vary 

depending on the manufacturer. The cheapest option is $320 per kg and the most expensive 

option is $1,150 per kg. In one kilogram there are 1,000,000mg. In other words for every pill, it is 

costing the drug manufacturer around 9 cents, making their profit margin $1.91 per pill or 

$122.14 per box of  60 tablets at 300mg. 

While the drug companies have large profit margins, families are forced into bankruptcy or 

unable to take their prescribed drugs due to their inability to pay for them. A story reported in 

the Wall Street Journal portrays the struggle of  a middle-class woman, Jacqueline Racener, who 

was prescribed a new leukemia drug. After finding out the bill, even after Medicaid had picked 

up a large amount of  the balance, Racener was unable to fill her prescription and take the 

necessary medicine to “roll back the cancer in her blood with only moderate side effects.” 

Medicines are covered by government programs for many of  the poorest of  Americans but for 

those in the middle class it is often a different story where copayments force patients such as 

Racener to make tough decisions. While many patients can get their out-of-pocket expenses paid 

for by drug companies or drug company foundations it is often rare that these programs are 

known about and even if  the patient is aware of  the programs they make too much money to 

qualify for assistance but too little money to not struggle when paying for these copayments out 
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of  pocket. Racener forwent treatment for eight months after it was first prescribed to her by her 

doctor. Her number of  white blood cells, which proliferated due to her disease, have come 

significantly down, says her doctor. The good news of  the now available treatment to Racener 

came due to her hours being cut back and her pay decreasing by 40%. After this event, Racener 

applied and qualified for aid from a drug-maker-funded nonprofit called the Patient Access 

Network Foundation. In order for Racener to receive her needed medication, she had to 

experience an unfortunate event and have her pay decrease so that she could qualify as one of  

the poorer Americans. Stories like Racener’s are not uncommon and sometimes do not have as 

happy of  an ending as hers. 

This problem affects nearly every American citizen, however, a solution has yet to be 

reached, or even proposed. One of  the believed reasonings for this stall in advancements in the 

problem is the battle between big pharma and insurance companies, in which consumers are 

caught in the middle. Pharmaceuticals companies blame insurance companies for passing along 

the high drug prices to the consumers, therefore, creating the problem by exposing these 

outrageous prices to consumers. On the flip side insurance companies blame the pharmaceutical 

companies for the high drug prices which have few or no alternative less expensive options, which 

ultimately affects how much insurance coverage people receive and how much they are required 

to pay out of  their pocket. While these two ends of  the spectrum point fingers and blame each 

other the prices are continuously rising and increasingly affecting citizens. 

This issue is not black and white and some claims made by the pharmaceutical companies 

do contain validity. Pharmaceutical companies usually attribute the exorbitant costs of  their 

products to the costs of  the research and developmental procedure illustrated in pages 2-5. 

According to Scientific American, “A new report published by the Tufts Center for the Study of  

Drug Development pegs the cost of  developing a prescription drug that gained market approval 

at $2.6 billion,”. The scrutiny and amount of  regulations placed on the drug creation process by 

the FDA have been put into effect in order to provide the utmost safety for consumers. Therefore 

drug producers claim they are not aiming to reinstate their market exclusivity when they produce 

new products. Mr. Dhing states “pharmaceutical companies tend to view the renewal of  their 

market exclusivity, through the innovation and further development of  their products, as an 

incentive to continue to maximize the potential the drug has and widen its targeted subject 
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group.” One of  the reasons attributed to the price increases is the difficulty of  entering the 

market for generic less expensive brands, due to the constant renewal of  brand name market 

exclusivity. However, pharmaceutical companies would likely refute this claim by stating even if  

there was a generic brand it is not guaranteed to provide the same effects and benefits as the 

name brand. Generic drugs are required by the FDA to contain the same active ingredient, 

strength, dosage form, and route of  administration as the brand name product but they are not 

required to have the same inactive ingredients, otherwise known as fillers. Due to these 

differences the generic brand does not always act the same as the brand name. Many physicians 

have found that drug substitutions are particularly problematic in classes of  drugs with a narrow 

therapeutic range, including anti-epileptics, psychotropics, antiarrhythmics, and anticoagulants. 

For example in Coumadin, an anti-epileptic blood thinner, the generic has been found to not be 

effective as the brand name. For many drugs this problem is not life threatening or does not exist, 

yet for epileptics the ineffectiveness of  the generic brand could have life-threatening 

consequences. “for antiepileptic drugs, the window is narrower and the short-term consequences 

of  changes in drug blood levels are greater.” states Kimford Meador, MD, a professor of  

neurology at Emory University in Atlanta. The window he refers to is the generic’s mean 

maximal concentration and area under the concentration- typically within a few percentage 

points of  the original’s—typically about 4%— the 90% confidence interval for those means can 

be 20% to 25% above the branded drugs mean. Many experts question whether that window is 

too wide for drugs with very specific action, like anti-epileptics. Drug companies claim that while 

their drugs cost more than the generic brands they are more effective and have required more 

speculation and gone through more testing than the generic brands and in turn can justifiably be 

more expensive. According to Mr. Dhing, pharmaceutical companies do not attribute their 

preceding failures before the completion of  a successful drug, which in turn lead to loss of  money 

on the years and materials depleted in that failure, to their final price of  the finished product.  

These claims made by the drug companies are valid and must be considered while creating 

a solution, but do not justify sending a family into bankruptcy in order to pay for life-saving 

medication. The pharmaceutical companies are correct in claiming that the cost of  research and 

discovery are expensive, but they fail to mention where a part of  their funding comes from. The 

principle investors differ at each stage in drug development. Basic discovery research is primarily 
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funded by the government and by philanthropic organizations. By receiving funding from the 

government the cost of  research and discovery is lowered and therefore so should the final prices 

of  the product.  While it has been proven that for antiepileptic drugs such as Coumadin, as well 

as drugs with a narrow therapeutic range, including anti-epileptics, psychotropics, 

antiarrhythmics, and anticoagulants the window is narrower and the short-term consequences of  

changes in drug blood levels are greater these drug classes only make up a small percentage of  

the overall drugs. “For many drug classes, generic substitution is not a problem,” said Kimford 

Meador. This problem affects the entire nation and will only continue to worsen until a solution 

can be reached. 

After analyzing the problem and understanding how it expanded into such a massive issue 

it becomes simpler to distinctly view possible solutions. The majority of  consumers are looking 

for the government to take action to control the drug prices. In a poll conducted by Consumer 

Reports, it was found that “77 percent of  people taking a medication said the government should 

allow more generics onto the market sooner; 74 percent want the government to pressure drug 

companies to charge less. Seventy-nine percent say insurers should pressure pharmaceutical 

companies to lower drug prices; 81 percent said consumers should do the same.” But what 

exactly can the government do? One possible solution is to set a limit on out-of-pocket costs, this 

would ensure that consumers are somewhat protected against high drug prices or sudden sharp 

price increases. Another proposition is to approve more generic versions of  common drugs and 

limit the loopholes pharmaceutical companies are able to utilize to expand their market 

exclusivity and control the market. Yet another solution is to allow limited importation of  drugs 

from approved countries whose processes have met the requirements placed on the production 

companies in the U.S., which currently is illegal in the majority of  the United States, this would 

allow shortages to be alleviated and moderate prices. While talking with Mr. Dhing, a 

pharmacoeconomic specialist, I asked him what he felt would solve the problem and he suggested 

that one solution would be to subsidize the industry, similarly to as how the petroleum industry is 

subsidized. Each of  the solutions offered above theoretically seems sound yet would each have 

major impacts on the industry, the economy, taxes, consumers, and even international affairs with 

Canada and Europe and must be thoroughly examined before implemented. 
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This issue requires the nation to come together and stop pointing fingers at each other and 

compromise for the greater of  the population. The responsibility of  creating the solution does 

not fall squarely on the shoulder of  the government or the insurance companies or even the 

pharmaceutical companies. It requires the power of  the people to push for change and set the 

ball rolling forward. In order for people to encourage the government and leaders in the industry 

to begin the long road to a solution, they must become informed on the issue. The problem with 

the increasing prices of  drugs did not occur overnight and has only recently been brought out 

into the open due to Turing Pharmaceuticals’ exceedingly large price increase. The majority of  

Americans have only begun to scratch the surface on the topic and are still enraged with the 

opaqueness of  the situation and hidden prices which have been occurring for years. It is essential 

to consider the validity of  the claims made by the pharmaceutical companies, but also 

understand that these claims do not justify the unconscionable drug prices that everyday citizens 

are being forced to pay. It is crucial that a solution is implemented in order to regain partial 

control of  the market and begin to make drugs more affordable for patients who need them. The 

unethical drug prices are unjustifiable and require the intervention of  the government as well as 

the people. 
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Faulkner, Free Will, and the Depths of  

Pathos: An Updated Reading of  the Sound 

and the Fury 

By: Theodore Baas 

ABSTRACT: 

Considered by many to be the pinnacle of  American Literature, William 

Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury is a novel of  unrivaled intensity. Filled with 

contempt, violence, and incest, the book portrays perhaps better than any other 

novel in history the deranged and melancholic reality of  life. This paper will give an 

updated view on Faulkner’s use of  pathos in the tradition of  Greek tragedies. This 

paper will also dive into how Faulkner uses time, free will, and impotence to 

transport us not just into his world but into the sorrow and undeniable pathos of  

our own world.  

  

This article will follow William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury and so for all those who 

have not read the book I will give a brief  synopsis. Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury follows 

the Compsons, a once prominent ‘well to do’ Southern family whose fortunes are dissolved with 

the coming of  a post-Civil war America. Faulkner’s breaks the narrative up into four sections: 

one narrated by the idiot Benjy Compson; one by the neurotic, intelligent Quentin Compson, 

one by the cynical Jason Compson and the final section by a third person. The novel, in a most 

fundamental sense, is about the three brothers - Benjy, Quentin, and Jason-and their obsession 

with their sister Caddy. Each of  the brothers has his own type of  obsession which he expresses in 

his own way. Benjy is obsessed with an almost infant-like attraction to Caddy as a mother-figure, 

Quentin has a strange love for his sister loving not only her but also the idea of  her, and how she 
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existed once as a virgin, pure and untouched. The last brother, Jason, is obsessed with her as he 

see’s her as the very reason for the Compson family decline.  

In this way, The Sound and the Fury follows a structure of  recursive narration. It is not 

only recursive because of  the similarity between the characters but because without any one of  

the Compson brothers the plot is not complete. The pivotal moment of  the novel, Caddy’s 

betrayal of  her family by marriage to Dalton Ames, never actually happens, or we never actually 

see it happen, rather we hear of  it in fragmented pieces of  memory from Quentin and Benjy’s 

narration. Faulkner’s recursive narrative structure is necessary for a coherent plot, his first 

narrator, Benjy Compson is a severely retarded thirty-three year old who has no conception of  

time and so narrates all memories as if  they are occurring in the present. Quentin Compson’s 

narration is perhaps just as bad. He is quite the opposite of  Benjy, intelligent and ambitious, and 

yet quite ironically he feels the same feelings Benjy does. He writes in a similar manner, starting 

out with a more formal conventional narrative style which quickly breaks into fragments of  

perceptions and memories bouncing back between Quentin’s present life in Massachusetts as a 

Harvard student and his home in Yoknapatawpha County in Mississippi. In this way, there is a 

grand unification between the idiot and the intelligent, that they both feel the same core feelings 

and each struggle to find a way to express these feelings. In a way, Benjy; Quentin; and Jason are 

each the same person. They each have the same struggles: their inability to cope with the actions 

of  others and their logical slavery of  being trapped in the abyss of  time. They are each the same 

person (at least symbolically) in the case of  this narration as they are each telling the same story 

from the same course of  events. They have different reactions to the tragedy they face but I 

would argue that these emotions they display-- Benjy’s sadness, Quentin’s depression, and Jason’s 

anger-- are in a sense only a reaction to a more primal emotion. They each share the emotion of  

hopelessness, which is the absolute core of  their beings. Sadness, depression, and anger, are just 

ways people deal with their hopelessness and in this case sadness, depression, and anger are the 

three ways each of  the characters must deal with their hopelessness.  

 Each of  the characters is in a prolonged war with themselves, clinging on to their last 

threads of  endurance as they watch their lives crumble before their eyes and, face the utmost 

tragedy of  their being. One of  Faulkner’s most potent devices for leading us into the depths of  
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melancholy is the narration of  an idiot named Benjy Compson. The reader is thrown upon 

Benjy’s narration, immediately caught within the unpunctuated, unabridged thoughts of  a man 

who cannot understand the world around him. He is in some sense not even alive. Benjy finds 

himself  in a world where he cannot find linearity or chronology, rather his subconscious controls 

the entirety of  his perception. His life is like a perpetual nightmare from which he shall not be 

awoken until death. He receives sense-perceptions: the hitting of  golf  balls, the parading of  

footsteps, the smell of  water and of  the trees, but he cannot do anything with these sense 

perceptions. He cannot interpret them or understand them, he can only see them, and this blank 

sight, this clockless world of  experience and perception, lets the reader see and perhaps 

understand his complete impotence. He cannot change anything, he cannot examine his 

emotions, he can only feel; feel and experience all that occurs around him. Benjy, quite literally, 

gets to stare and watch as the things he loves most in this life- his older sister Caddy and the wild 

flicker of  an open flame- get torn away from him while all he can do is stare and cry at the foul 

turnings of  the world.  

	 It is quite obvious that Benjy has no choice or idea what is happening in the world around 

him but, as Faulkner shows us, the second narrator and Harvard student Quentin Compson 

cannot control his circumstances any more than Benjy can control his. He is loving and 

protecting of  his sister Caddy, to the point where he has incestuous feelings towards her largely so 

he can protect her from any other men. Faulkner wrote of  Quentin in his 1946 appendix to the 

book: 

 “Quentin, who loved not the idea of  incest which he would not commit, but some presbyterian 

concept of  its eternal punishment: he, not God, could by that means cast himself  and his sister both into 
hell, where he could guard her forever and keep her forevermore intact amidst the eternal flame.” (Faulkner, 

1946) 

This is the essence of  Quentin Compson, his love of  his sister to the point where her 

decisions affect his well-being. It is this primordial almost parental connection that causes 

Quentin to claim incest after Caddy gets pregnant from Dalton Ames. In this way we see a 

profound connection between Quentin Compson and Benjy Compson. Benjy an idiot; Quentin 
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an intelligent student at Harvard, but each of  their souls belong to someone else, Caddy, and 

their very hearts lie unhinged and unaltered, ravaged and decayed at the feet of  Caddy’s 

promiscuity. Quentin cannot prevent his eventual suicide when Caddy marries Dalton Ames any 

more than Benjy can prevent crying when Caddy walks away from him to go to school. They are 

each predestined to lose all that they love and this is a brutally frightful thought in application. 

Faulkner shows us, quite subtly, that we don’t have a choice any more than an idiot does. We are 

each puppets on strings attached to all that we love and it is the fact that we care about things 

beyond our control, rather than our own decisions, that dooms us to fall.  

We also get signs that Caddy herself  has no control over what she is doing. To quote 

Faulkner in his appendix: 

“Doomed and knew it. Accepted the doom without either seeking it or fleeing it.” 

At first glance Caddy almost seems immoral. She loves her family, taking care of  Benjy 

when no one else will, yet acts promiscuously, disappearing and leaving Quentin and Benjy to rot 

in the wake of  the love she had taken and given to someone else. Yet Caddy is not portrayed as 

an immoral character by Faulkner. On the contrary, Faulkner calls her his “heart’s darling” and 

despite the fact that we see very little of  Caddy throughout the novel we can kind of  come to 

accept that she is the main character and in many ways her struggle to find happiness makes her 

as much a protagonist as Quentin or Benjy. Though she eventually destroys the lives of  her two 

brothers, who themselves lack free will, she herself  doesn’t have free will. It is a little like a roll of  

the dice depending on another a roll of  the dice where each dice represents the happiness of  a 

person through the lens of  cold indifference. Caddy is unable to stop her sexual desires and her 

anticipation of  new experiences. To illustrate to Quentin her love for Dalton Ames we see Caddy 

show Quentin her pulse as she says the name ‘Dalton Ames.’  

“she took my hand and held it flat against her throat now say his name Dalton Ames I felt the first 

surge of  blood there it surged in strong accelerating beats” (II, p. 134) 
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Caddy has a physiognomical reaction to Dalton Ames. She is just as much an unknowing 

animal parading without volition as Quentin or Benjy. And look at how Caddy describes her own 

sexual desires in words: 

There was something terrible in me sometimes at night I could see it grinning at me I could see it 
through them grinning at me through their faces it’s gone now and I’m sick. (II, p. 112) 

	 Notice the use of  the word ‘sick’ and ‘it grinning at me.’ Even Caddy herself  associates 

her sexual desires as something beyond her control, a sickness. Nobody chooses to get sick or to 

get will, it simply comes when it wants. Even Caddy’s reputation is not given to her. She is never 

allowed to defend herself  to anyone in the family and when given the opportunity she doesn’t. 

Rather it is Quentin who tells the rest of  the family that he has committed incest so that they will 

not know that Caddy was sleeping with Dalton Ames. We never even get to see things from 

Caddy’s perspective, everything we hear about Caddy is processed through the exterior and 

perhaps unreliable mouths of  her family members. This is the epitome of  no free will. No control 

over yourself, no control over your emotions, no control over your image, no control over those 

around you. Caddy is no more free than an idiot.  

*** 

As others before me have noted, Faulkner plays almost perpetually with time, even if  you 

deny that time is a major theme in The Sound and the Fury and a major theme in Faulkner’s 

own personal philosophy, you cannot deny its almost relativistic presence throughout the novel. It 

pervades the very soul of  the novel because Faulkner’s prose style, not to mention his characters, 

falls dimly flat when divorced from their twisted Einsteinian temporality. Temporality gives life to 

Faulkner’s writings. It is the ubiquitous force which Faulkner uses to unite the Compson family, 

and through this everything- space, memory, existence, definition- all are seen through the 

mangled lense of  Faulknerian time. He manages to create such an interesting depiction of  time 

by simply getting rid of  it. Faulkner pushes time to the front row by eliminating past, present, and 

future. By rendering all experience existing in the present to be meaningless, Faulkner denies the 

existence of  a present or temporality at all for that individual. Quentin cannot live in the present, 
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nor can he live at Harvard because his consciousness never actually leaves his family. Because he 

lives his present focusing completely on the past, projecting failures and regrets of  the past onto 

his life in the present, he is denied the reality of  a complete temporal existence. Benjy is obviously 

denied a complete temporal existence because he is lost within his own incomprehension. He has 

not the intelligence to understand time and so everything, from his memories of  castration to 

experiences he had twenty years ago, appear as if  they are in the present. Perhaps just as 

tragically, Jason is lost in time because he is lost in the present.  

Faulkner shows us more completely his views on temporality at the end of  the novel, an 

ending which has important implications for the meaning of  the text itself. The ending itself  is so 

profound because there is no ending. During the ostensible ending (that is, when the proverbial 

curtain drops) we watch as Benjy screams because the black servant Luster has taken him 

counterclockwise instead of  clockwise during their ride around the downtown circle. In the final 

paragraph, we see Benjy taking a comfort that they are once again going the correct way and that 

everything is in its correct order. Faulkner does not offer us anything else. There is no resolution 

to the Compson’s problems, no great reveal, we don’t even get the satisfaction of  a tragic ending 

but rather are left with things continuing on just as they have been. Faulkner does not offer us an 

ending not because the ending comes later but because there is not and never will be an ending. 

For the Compsons things will not change, things will keep going on just as they have been, 

eternally. This is much more tragic than any death, suicide, or tragedy could be, for rather than 

suffering and then escaping through death or through redemption, they are to live for eternity in 

the reality of  their vices. They are caught in hell, an unchanging and eternal prison of  

reconciliation not with God or anyone else but with themselves, and this is the deepest and most 

uncomfortable form of  pathos or melancholy we can experience- an immutable confrontation 

with our sins and with our failures. In short: a prison, a nightmare, an eternity, an unconquerable 

reverberance of  impotence- tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow.  
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The Uses of  Chemical Engineering in Food 

Science and the Benefits to Consumers of  a 

Strong Food Industry 

By: William Fahy 

Abstract: 
This paper discusses the basic components of  food and the biological interactions in 

the human body with foods in order to examine contemporary food trends holistically and 

from a scientist’s perspective. The anti-processing movement, calling itself  the “real food” 

movement, is particularly examined and its methods are discussed. This issue is complex 

and multifaceted, with implications in nutrition, medical science, business, economics and 

many other fields. As such, all aspects must be taken into account for an accurate image. 

Overall, this paper’s goal is to educate the public on what a healthy diet does and doesn’t 

consist of  and to eliminate misconceptions about the food industry and to help the 

consumer make informed decisions throughout their daily lives.  

	 Food, along with air and water and sleep, is among the most basic of  human needs. It is 

the fuel for the human body, providing the plethora of  substances that the body uses to function. 

One might imagine that people would take it extremely seriously. It doesn’t take very long 

researching to see that people certainly care about what they are eating, but oftentimes there is 

significant disagreement on what constitutes a healthy diet. Most of  these diets are based on very 

little science. Often, these movements target chemically enhanced foods; in extreme views, 

anything processed is seen as evil, poisoning the human race. While it may be true that obesity 

and unhealthy eating is on the rise, targeting processed food is not the answer to the issues that 

the modern human faces, and everyone would benefit from education on both how food works 
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and how to manage one’s diet. If  one is eating a balanced diet with all components that the body 

uses chemically, it doesn’t matter whether the food is processed or unprocessed. The processing 

involving engineering of  food allows for management of  specific features of  the food, including 

shelf  life, vitamin and mineral content and caloric content. Avoiding processing destroys many 

significant advantages, from the efficiency of  the industry to the enhancement of  the food itself, 

making it an unreasonable expectation for the provision of  food to the rapidly increasing human 

race with very little direct benefit biologically.  

For a proper analysis of  current food trends and diets, one must understand the effects of  

chemically engineered food, which requires, in turn, an understanding of  what food consists of. 

There are four major classes of  macromolecules (large carbon-based molecules): carbohydrates, 

lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. There are also important vitamins and minerals. Vitamins are 

classified as either water soluble or fat soluble, and minerals can consist of  either major or trace 

elements in the human body. Flavor molecules produce many of  the olfactory and gustatory 

qualities of  substances. Together, these nutrients create food. 

	 Macromolecules are the first and most important class of  nutrients. Carbohydrates and 

lipids are the major sources of  energy in organisms, and proteins allow most of  the major 

functions in the human body to occur. Food mostly consists of  these three types of  components, 

where each macromolecule consists of  long strings of  repeating units, or monomers, bonded 

together to create polymers. The fourth main class of  macromolecules - nucleic acids - are not 

particularly important in foods, though foods provide components for the creation of  nucleic 

acids (DNA and RNA). 

Carbohydrates have a simple sugar as a monomer, such as glucose or fructose, which often 

has a sweet flavor. Sucrose, more commonly known as table sugar, is a disaccharide (a sugar 

dimer, or two sugar monomers) with one glucose and one fructose. When many of  these simple 

sugars are bound together, polysaccharides - which are long chains with hundreds or thousands 

of  monosaccharides - are produced. The main function of  these polysaccharides for humans is 

energy storage. In food, polysaccharides exist in the form of  starch, which is a  polysaccharide of  

glucose. Humans have enzymes (discussed in the section on proteins) which break down starches 
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to use the glucose inside for energy. At that point, glucose is then stored in muscles and the liver 

as glycogen - a more branched chain of  glucose - for short-term energy. Glucose is burned as fuel 

for the human body. Food contains other forms of  carbohydrates, such as fiber, which usually 

consists of  cellulose, a polysaccharide which cannot be broken down by the human body for 

energy. Instead, fiber aids in digestion.  

	 Lipids, often referred to simply as fats, are the other major energy source in the human 

body. In general, lipids consist of  a glycerol molecule, which is an alcohol, and chains of  fatty 

acids. They are further classified as saturated fat (which are ‘saturated’ with hydrogen) and 

unsaturated fats, which are bent in some places and have some double bonds between carbons. 

Fatty foods with lots of  butter, oil, or animal fat are mostly lipids. These fats are used as long-term 

energy, and are stored in cells specifically intended for their storage. These sources can be drawn 

on to energize an organism long after it has eaten (Goodman, 2010). There are two other forms 

of  lipids: phospholipids and steroids, but both are synthesized in the human body and as such will 

not be described here.  

	 Proteins are the last and most diverse macronutrient. Generally, half  of  the dry mass of  a 

cell is protein. Proteins consist of  long chains of  molecules called amino acids (or peptides), which 

bond together into long chains called polypeptides. These polypeptides then fold and interact 

with themselves and with other polypeptides to create large, globular shapes. The largest known 

protein has a mass almost four million times that of  hydrogen (“titin” n.d). These proteins are 

synthesized directly from DNA, and the components for these proteins come from foods such as 

meats and beans: anything that has a high protein content on the nutrition facts label. The 

synthesized proteins are then used for most functions in the human body, such as speeding up 

chemical reactions as enzymes, defending the body against diseases as antibodies, maintaining 

homeostasis, allowing neurons to function, moving, transporting substances, providing structure 

and many others (Reece et al., 2014). 

	 Vitamins and minerals are both essential in the human body. Minerals consist mostly of  

inorganic chemicals. Many of  these are classified as macrominerals, which simply means that the 

human body needs a significant amount to survive. In the human body, so called ‘macrominerals’ 
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are sodium, calcium, potassium, magnesium, phosphorus, chloride and sulfur. There are many 

other minerals known as trace minerals, which are still essential, but in very small quantities. 

These minerals are used for an extremely wide variety of  functions, generally in building larger 

structures such as proteins. (Johnson, 2015) 

	 Vitamins are organic compounds that an organism cannot synthesize for themselves. As 

such, they must be consumed in the diet in a specific amount. Any less results in a deficiency 

while too much results in hypervitaminosis, which depending on the vitamin can result in serious 

health issues. In a balanced diet, humans get the correct amount of  vitamins and minerals, and 

as such usually don’t need to worry about modifying their diet (Traverso, 2004). 

	 The final component of  food is not a nutrient, but flavoring. Flavor chemistry is a 

complex field of  study with a huge variety of  compounds, and the process for perceiving flavor is 

not always well understood. In general, various taste receptors in the membranes of  the cells in 

the mouth send signals to the brain to describe what food is currently in the mouth. There are 

separate receptors for umami/savory, sour, sweet, bitter, fat, and potentially salty. Each of  these 

receive different shapes of  molecules. Umami flavor is created by a type of  glutamate (an amino 

acid), which, along with bitter (caused by a huge variety of  compounds from caffeine to other 

amino acids) and sweet flavors (which are caused by simple sugars, artificial sweeteners and 

amino acids), are actively collected by transport proteins in the membranes of  taste buds. Sour 

and salty flavors do not have transport proteins. Instead, they diffuse into the cell passively via a 

protein channel due to their size. Sour and salty flavors are caused by acids and salts respectively, 

both of  which are small ionized molecules in solution, and so can fit through a channel as 

opposed to having to be actively transported (Purves, 2001). 

	 All major nutrients have to come from food, and often do not occur naturally. As a result, 

the human body has a complex system for digesting and using nutrients. While the full span of  

the digestive system is far beyond the extent of  this paper, further reading on the subject is 

encouraged in Goodman’s report on digestion (Goodman, 2010) This is a simplified overview of  

the subject.  
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	 Digestion begins in the mouth, where tasting occurs and saliva begins the process of  

breaking down starches into simpler sugars. The food travels to the stomach, where the strong 

acid denatures proteins. The small intestine then finishes digesting starches and proteins, as well 

as absorbing the rest of  the carbohydrates using products from the pancreas and the liver. The 

pancreas produces digestive juices which neutralizes the stomach acid so that enzymes can 

function, and then uses those enzymes to further digests starches, fats, and proteins. The liver 

produces bile which dissolves fat so it can be absorbed (carbohydrates and proteins are often 

water soluble, and so usually don’t need a dissolving agent) (Wallace, 2013). Put simply, each is 

broken down by a set of  enzymes and other fluids and each has a different process for being 

drawn into the cell and then into the bloodstream to be used throughout the body.  

	 This understanding of  the components and usage of  food in general can be applied to a 

specific food. Take, for example, corn, a common grain from which we can derive oils, proteins, 

complex carbohydrates and the ever controversial high fructose corn syrup. The diversity of  the 

makeup of  the corn kernel is attributed to the fact that it is a seed; it must contain the entirety of  

the nutritional needs of  the growing corn plant. This makes it an excellent food source for 

humans, which explains its prevalence throughout many different societies.  

	 When water is not included, corn contains approximately 61-78% starch, 10% nonstarch 

polysaccharides, 6-12% protein and 3-6% lipids (Ai & Jane, 2016). These can be unpacked to 

provide a more accurate picture of  the macronutrients in corn. The starch is composed of  

amylose and amylopectin, which respectively have a relatively linear structure and a highly 

branched structure. These starches are sources of  glucose as energy, but are often used for other 

purposes in food. Depending on the amylose content, cornstarch can either be used as a 

thickening agent in sauces in the case of  low amylose cornstarch or as a gelling agent in doughs 

and batters for cornstarch with high amylose content. In another direction, sweet corn is corn 

with higher percentages of  soluble sugars. That is to say, sweet corn is sweeter. Even such a 

simple change in one component of  corn can change textures and flavors and thus enjoyability 

of  foods dramatically.  
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While starches are the most important nutrient in corn, there is also a significant 

concentration of  protein. While the high concentration of  protein does contribute to its 

nutritional value, it lacks in specific nucleic acids which are essential to humans. As such, any diet 

must take into account the fact that “protein” doesn’t tell the whole story; there must be a 

balance of  different types of  proteins, and thus different types of  nucleic acids.  

Corn also has a high content of  desirable fatty acids, particularly linoleic acid, which is an 

essential polyunsaturated fatty acid. As opposed to trans fats and saturated fats, unsaturated fats 

are healthier while still contributing to the energy content of  the food.  

To modify corn to make food healthier, one must take each of  these components into 

account. With that knowledge, food can be sculpted into whatever a producer needs. If  sweetness 

is desirable, increase the content of  soluble polysaccharides, or change the simple sugars that 

already exist into high fructose sugars; fructose is significantly sweeter than glucose. If  one desires 

a thicker food, amylose can be added to the corn starch. To increase the content of  fiber for 

nutritional purposes, the outer layer of  the corn can be milled to produce insoluble dietary fiber. 

This engineering essentially allows for fine tuning of  foods to create a more enjoyable, nutritious, 

or more efficient option, and in almost all cases is beneficial. 

	 The other option for modifying foods is extracting components and using them in consort 

with other ingredients to create a dish, which is what makes up the bulk of  food production 

today. Take corn as an example again. Cornstarch is commonly used as a thickening agent as 

mentioned before. Corn oil is a common vegetable oil sold in stores. Corn syrup is a very 

common sweetener, especially in manufactured foods. While corn starch and corn oil are not 

controversial at all, corn syrup, especially a variety called high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), is 

incredibly controversial. This leads to the question: What can be trusted to be put into food? 

	 With this understanding of  food and how food can be modified, it is possible to examine 

the larger movements in the food industry with an objective gaze. There is a huge movement 

towards so-called natural and organic foods and away from more processed foods, which are seen 

as unnatural and unhealthy. To see this, simply look at the recent popularity of  kale and the 
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intensely negative stigma towards the flavoring agents monosodium glutamate and HFCS. In 

fact, there is movement away from any kind of  modification in foods, whether it it is beneficial or 

not. Fortune magazine calls it “The war on big food (Kowitt, 2015).” While the goals of  this 

movement are admirable, they simply do not work if  humans are to produce enough food to keep 

the entire population healthy. It is also debatable whether natural foods are healthier or more 

enjoyable. Modifications of  food, whether it be through chemical engineering or other methods 

such as genetic engineering, can allow for more nutritious and enjoyable foods which can be 

produced in large quantities while not compromising health.  

	 The public is unbelievably fickle when it comes to food. It is almost impossible to predict 

trends, and oftentimes the trends are not grounded in science. Many of  today’s trends are 

towards what the public sees as natural or healthy foods. Google tracks trends using searches and 

has published a data set for public interest in various foods. These data show examples such as a 

143 percent increase in interest for a brand of  kombucha, a type of  fermented tea called Health 

Ade Kombucha, or a significant increase in interest in gluten free foods, but a decrease in gluten 

free diets (Pina, Lorenzini, Lovallo, Zimmer, & Horwitz, 2016). Kombucha is a food with no 

documented or proven health benefits but known health risks, such as toxicity of  the liver or 

kidneys (Ernst, 2003). Gluten is “a general name for proteins found in wheat, rye, barley and 

triticale… Gluten helps foods maintain their shape, acting as a glue that holds food together 

(“What is gluten,” n.d.).” It is challenging to avoid such a ubiquitous component of  so many 

meals, yet there is a huge movement attempting to avoid gluten entirely, even when there is no 

reason to do so. Only those with celiac disease need to avoid gluten, and in fact it can be 

unhealthy for one to avoid it otherwise, due to the potential to unbalance one’s diet by avoiding 

most of  a food group. A huge portion of  the discussion on food worldwide is dedicated to these 

trends, all with the one common thread: the standard diets of  America, particularly processed 

food of  all kinds, is causing Americans to be unusually overweight and unhealthy, the so-called 

“real food” movement. 

	 This targeting of  processed food is backed with remarkably dubious research. Tasteful, a 

company which has created an app intended to help users find restaurants which serve “real 

food,” gives a good outline of  what the movement is trying to achieve. “Real food defines the 
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current movement of  turning the food industries focus away from processed and refined “food 

like substances” and back to whole, nutritious foods that our great grandparents would have 

eaten. … Real food is defined as whole ingredients that have been minimally processed or 

refined. … Do not eat foods with any added ingredients and preservatives. Avoid packaged food 

altogether. Avoid chemically altered foods that have been manufactured by food scientists (“What 

is real food,” n.d.).” To the general public, that sounds great. How could such a diet be bad? The 

issues turn out to be more subtle than one might imagine. Many of  the sentiments of  this 

movement are admirable. In an ideal world, fresher, and thus necessarily more locally sourced 

ingredients would obviously make food taste better. The other very beneficial sentiment is 

balance, which is the most important part of  a diet. Unfortunately, to many people’s surprise, the 

benefits end there.  

	 The attempt to “turn the food industries focus away from processed and refined “food like 

substances” is not holistically a beneficial one. According to the United States Government’s 

Dietary Guidelines summary, the goal of  any given healthy eating pattern (a culmination of  one’s 

diet) is essentially to eat from all the food groups in a balanced manner with an emphasis on 

reducing simple carbohydrates, saturated and trans fats, and sodium intake. All of  the hallmarks 

one would expect from an average healthy eating program. Note the lack of  any mention of  how 

this is to be done. On another page, this guide states specifically: “All forms of  foods, including 

fresh, canned, dried, and frozen, can be included in healthy eating patterns (Olson et al., 2015) .” 

This seems to counter the goals of  the real food movement, and there seems to be a disconnect 

here. The term ‘processed’ is certainly associated with ‘unhealthy’ in the public’s mind, but where 

does that come from? Why is processed food so unhealthy? 

	 Perhaps it isn’t. The image of  processed food is one of  fast food chains, cheap TV dinners 

and bland cafeteria food. If  these represented the entirety of  the food industry, certainly 

processed food would be unhealthy. These foods are full of  fats, salts and sugars, exactly what any 

dietary guideline emphasizes as foods to avoid. Processed food is not limited to these examples, 

however, and it’s not hard to find healthier options, nor is it hard to find unhealthy types of  this 

so-called real food. David Freedman (2013) outlines his own experiences with the whole foods 

movement in his article How Junk Food can End Obesity. He contrasts three beverages, first of  
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which is an “...apple-blueberry-kale-carrot smoothie-juice combination … but at 300 calories (by 

my rough calculation) in a 16-ounce cup, it was more than my diet could regularly absorb 

without consequences, nor was I about to make a habit of  $9 shakes, healthy or not.”His next 

attempt “... smelled like lawn clippings and tasted like liquid celery. It goes for $7.95, and I waited 

10 minutes for it.” His last was “ a delicious blueberry-pomegranate smoothie that rang in at a 

relatively modest 220 calories. It cost $3 and took only seconds to make.” It was also from 

McDonald's. It is the epitome of  what is viewed as processed, it is cheaper, easier, and more 

enjoyable with relatively fewer calories. The only possible benefit is the small collection of  extra 

nutrients that the other two options would provide, at significant tradeoffs.  

A short search through my own cupboard yields more such examples. A bottle of  

Newman’s Own ranch dressing has the buzzword ‘organic’ plastered three times on the front of  

the bottle, and no less than fifteen times on the label overall. Hidden Valley ranch has almost 

exactly the same nutrition facts, is cheaper, has slightly fewer calories and less fat. However, this 

particular example highlights the complexities of  the overall issue, as Newman’s Own is a 

company with other reasons for its extensive customer base, most notably its charitable donations. 

However, in either case, it makes very little difference whether one chooses highly processed or 

slightly less processed version; both are unhealthy, calorie-heavy foods with which serve to amplify 

the taste of  a food. How it is made has very little impact.  

	 That speaks somewhat to the greater issue. The US is not a nation that is eating too much 

processed food, it is a nation that is consuming both too much food and an unbalanced diet 

overall. This diet usually contains, as has been stated by almost anyone who has weighed in on 

the issue, too much fat, sugar and salt. The issue is not that these things are bad; the first two are 

the two main sources of  energy for the human body and the latter is an essential mineral used 

throughout the body, the issue is that there is simply too much of  it, and not enough of  other 

essential nutrients (Bushak, 2014).  

	 This is where the movement against processed food probably came from. Many of  the 

foods we eat today that are processed are incredibly calorie dense with very little else in them to 

reduce prices, all it takes is a look at the nutrition facts of  the average fast food meal to see that, 
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with a Big Mac from McDonald’s providing 43 percent of  an adult’s daily value of  fat and 40 

percent daily value of  sodium. This kind of  processed food is terrible nutritionally, with other 

nutrients lagging behind significantly (“McDonald's nutrition calculator,” 2016). The issue, 

however, is not that processed food includes this naturally, the issue is that it sells. People buy it, 

and for $4, it certainly provides energy for the day. In the end, it is entirely up to consumers what 

they eat, and they will naturally gravitate towards things that taste good. Processed food has taken 

over and seems like it’s dominated by fatty foods, but in truth it’s dominated by what the 

consumer wants. If  one wants things to be part of  the real food movement and still taste good, it’s 

likely that it will have to be full of  grass fed organic butter, but still saturated fat nonetheless. 

Chances are it will also be far more expensive, appealing to the elite, who are not the victims of  

the majority of  the obesity issues in America. The unprocessed food movement is not making a 

health revolution, it is elitist due to the prices required, it likely wouldn’t even solve the major 

health issues that food involves, and sometimes it doesn’t even taste better.  

	 Furthermore, processed food can create advantages that unprocessed food cannot. Take 

the simple and well-known example of  salt. The Northern parts of  the United States are prone to 

goiter, an illness caused by a lack of  iodine. The salt industry worked with the U.S. Government 

to process salt differently in order to add iodine, and the number of  cases of  goiter has dropped 

significantly (“Iodized salt,” 2013). This is a very simplistic example that is not representative of  

the entire case, but it shows the good food processing can do.  

	 The other major benefit of  food processing is that it has created a system that can mass 

produce foods to be shipped anywhere in the world. A world where one could only get 

ingredients produced relatively nearby, which would be required by the whole foods movement, 

would have significantly reduce the types of  food available while increasing the prices of  all 

exotic foods. In Maine, it is likely that would mean that everyone would eat little more than root 

vegetables and anything that has been stored from the harvest season. Processing allows foods to 

be preserved and stored. Oftentimes, that is the reason for the long-named chemicals on nutrition 

facts labels; we have at our disposal a tool to preserve foods, an achievement with often 

unrecognized value.  
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	 It is also worth noting that this issue goes far beyond simple individual food choices. The 

farms and processes of  the food industry are very efficient, an average of  34 percent more 

effective as organic, unindustrialized food processes (Seufert, Ramankutty, & Foley, 2012). With 

795 million people lacking food throughout the world (“The state of  food insecurity in the 

world,” 2015), it is hard to argue with a significant increase in food production and the decrease 

in food waste that processing allows by its corporatization and its preservation methods. As the 

population of  the Earth increases, even if  a cap is reached as projected by many organizations 

around the world, it will benefit the entire human race to have efficient methods of  providing 

food for a growing population.  

	 It is important to remember that the issue of  food is far more complex and multifaceted 

than many people give it credit for. The simplification of  this issue by targeting processed food 

does no favors for the public trying to create a healthy diet. Instead of  targeting processed food, 

the public should be targeting the unhealthily large intake of  energy dense foods, which is not 

necessarily caused by processing. Instead of  the approach of  demonizing the food industry and 

all the benefits that come with it, perhaps it would be a better idea to change the food industry. 

As David Freedman (2013) points out, “Everyone’s mother and brother has been telling them to 

eat more fruit and vegetables forever, and the numbers are only getting worse. We’re not going to 

solve this problem by telling people to eat unprocessed food.” Perhaps instead of  avoiding 

unprocessed food, the unprocessed food could become healthier. The best way to do this is 

through education. If  everyone had a better idea of  what would actually make them healthier, 

perhaps they would make better choices when faced with processed food. Instead of  choosing the 

tasty, unhealthy options, perhaps with processing, enjoyable, very healthy options can be 

produced. Such a compromise would be in everyone’s best interests.  
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An Experiment on Test Taking 

By: Carter Whitley 

Abstract:  
We decided to create an experiment to analyze the effects of  frustration on 

test-taking and find optimal strategy for test-taking in tests whose questions are 

ordered easiest to hardest in difficulty or hardest to easiest in difficulty.  

Introduction 

I have been interested in and have been studying recently the psychology of  frustration, 

especially the frustration while taking part in a timed activity (like a sporting event or a test) and 

to analyze the results of  frustration we created an experiment to attempt to analyze how much 

initial frustration effects test performance. The key was to design a test for one group with 

questions ordered from least difficult to most difficult and then give the same test to another 

randomly selected group, with the only difference being that the order is flipped. We were testing 

A). What is the difference between the two groups and B). What kind of  person performs the best 

in these cases.  
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Procedure 

We decided gave two 30-minute math tests to 227 students (from the junior and senior 

classes of  Ottumway high school, all volunteers) who were divided into two groups (selected 

randomly), one having 114 students and one having 113 students. The math tests were exactly 

the same except for the order of  the questions. Each test had 20 questions, ordered by difficulty. 

In the first test the easiest questions came first with the harder questions coming later, in the 

second test the hardest questions came first and the easier questions came at the end.  

The test was created online such that to get the next question the first question must have 

an answer (A, B, C, or D). The idea then was obviously to test how much having an extremely 

frustrating question coming at the beginning of  the test affects the rest of  your performance.  

The results were such that the first 12 questions were questions taken from the pSAT, 

questions which should have been able to be solved by high school students. The next six 

questions were taken from the AIME math tests (increasing in difficulty) and the last two 

questions are advanced calculus questions taken from the famous Putnam Mathematics 

examination for undergraduates. In other words, the last two questions were unsolvable for a high 

school student.  

Data  

Metrics                                      First test                           Second test 

N=                                                114                                       113 

Total correct=                              1203                                      881 

Mean=                                         10.55                                     7.79 

Sample Standard deviation=        2.06                                      2.42 

Highest score=                              16                                          14 

Lowest score=                                 4                                            1 
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Analysis 

Two things pop out from these sets of  data, firstly we notice that obviously having the easy 

questions comes first helps your average data. Judging from our first experiment (which is the way 

many tests are structured) it seems the average student averages 10.55 questions, with 59% of  the 

114 participants scoring 10 or more questions correctly. In our second experiment the average 

was 7.79 correct questions with around only 24% of  students scoring 10 or higher in the second 

experiment. The participants in the second test score on average 26% lower than the those who 

took the first test. We will go forward with the assumption that over 50% of  the test takers in the 

second group could have scored ten or more correct.  

The next thing which should stand out is difference in standard deviation, which though 

not great is significant enough to mention. This is probably due to the difference in strategies 

which were used for the second test, with some test takers getting bogged down in tough 

questions.  

Alright let’s continue talking about the results and what we can learn from them. Firstly, 

here is a graph of  the approximate distributions of  the two graphs.  

There were essentially two different types of  people in this test, the type who finished with 

time to spare and the type who didn’t. As you can see from the following graph, in the first test 

more than 71% of  test-takers finishes with time to spare whereas in the second test that number 

goes down to 52% of  test-takers.  

Type of  Person                              Average score                         Median score 

Finished Test 1 (71%)                         10.39                                        10.6 

Didn’t Finish Test 1 (29%)                  10.94                                         11 

Finished Test 2 (52%)                           8.94                                          8.5 

Didn’t Finish Test 2 (48%)                   6.56                                           6.7 
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It seems we have slight opposite effects here. In test 1, it seems advantageous to not finish 

presumably because those who did not finish were more deliberate with their test-taking and were 

willing to spend more time on the test.  

We see the opposite effect on test 2 with a significant difference between the scores of  those 

who finishes test 2 and those who didn’t. Those who didn’t finish test 2 in this case score much 

lower. We think this is because those who failed to finish test 2 spend too much of  their time on 

early questions which they had a low probability of  getting anyway and therefore didn’t make 

their way to the easier questions. In test 2 hose who spent 15 or more minutes on the first six 

questions scored on average 3.14 points lower than those who spent less than 15 minutes on the 

first six questions. This may be because they had a lack of  time but indeed it seems frustration 

played a crucial role in deciding the outcome of  the second test.  

Type of  person                    Likes math               Felt significant frustration during the test 

Finished Test 2                        24%                                                    29% 

Didn’t Finish Test 2                33%                                                     41% 

We see the most interesting point of  data in the whole experiment right here. Those who do 

not finish test 2 are 9% more likely to like math than those who finish their test. Because this 

group is more likely to enjoy math we would expect them to score more highly. This is not the 

case however, and the answer may lie in the fact that a person who didn’t finish the test was 12% 

more likely to feel frustration during the test.  

We predict that the results of  this experiment can be explained in large part by the decrease 

of  performance resulting from frustration and will be conducting further experiments to analyze 

this more completely. In conclusion, we conjecture that optimal test strategy in all scenarios is to 

not get frustrated, stay calm, and answer all the questions you are sure you can do. Do not get 

bogged down in questions you are unable to answer as this not only wastes time but induces 

frustration and anger.  
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